Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

This appears to
have never been
worn. It is a
collapsible black
top hat with an
original price of
$47.

This never unwrapped top hat will add
class to your magician’s outfit. Wear it
well!

Legendary encyclopedia for magicians contains
over 150 tricks: Loop the Loop, Jamison's
Severed Rope, The Tarbell Rope Mystery, The
Encore Rope Trick, Eddie Clever's Triple Cut
Routine, Bachelor's Needle, and many more.
Step-by-step instructions and
over 500 illustrations show you
how to master these dazzling
feats.

This change bag offers one “Secret”
and a zippered bottom convincer.

By Far The BEST, HIGHEST QUALITY Jumbo 3
Card Monte Ever!
Three Jumbo cards are shown, 2 Kings and 1
Queen. The Queen is made to vanish and
reappear at will.
The cards are Clearly shown each time before
they change places. The Queen is NEVER found
by the audience no matter how close they
watch!
* Frames appear to be wood.
* Cards are automatic.
* SMOOTH Operation.
* Bicycle Back design.
* Designed to give you years of
trouble free service.
* Great for kids as well as adults.
* Cards measure a BIG 10” X 6”
Still in original wrapper.

by Henry Evans
This is the first release of the cooperation
between Henry Evans and Card-Shark!
The
Deck
be an
Phoenix
it is
in a
way!

Daredevil
seems to
innocent
Deck, but
marked
devious

You will not believe it! It is THAT bold!
A marked deck that you can read blindfolded,
with markings 350% bigger than the Phoenix
Marked Decks and 700% bigger than the
Ultimate Marked Deck!
Perfect for Parlor, Stage and Video

The magician shows the audience a plastic cardholder
from which he removes a deck of cards. He snaps his
fingers and suddenly there are TWO decks of cards in
his hands. He opens one of the decks and pulls the
cards from it, which he then uses to perform further
tricks.
The magician shows a plastic cardholder to the
audience from which he removes a deck of cards.
Without opening the case and removing the cards, he
spreads the cards out onto the table.
The magician shows a red and a blue deck of cards to
the audience. He asks "Which one do you chose? The
red one or the blue?" The answer is "The blue one!"
Ok, I'll just put the blue one to one side. Now I'm left
with two red decks!

The magician "screws" two halves of a
deck together like a pool cue, but
oops...it's mismatched!
He
gives it another
twist and the deck becomes an ordinary,
examinable pack of cards!
Easy to Learn and Perform
Originally $50 but discontinued and out
of stock.

As many magicians know, coin gaffs can take
traditional coin magic to extreme levels, yet
they traditionally come with a hefty price tag.
Mark Southworth took the best of the best in
coin gaffs and infused them into a custom set
of poker chips for a fraction of the cost.
Sucker Punch is more than just a high quality
yet inexpensive alternative to traditional coin
gaffs. Within this single box is a sleek and
elegant fourteen-piece
poker chip set that
empowers you to create an
endless array of miracles
like you would with any of
those four hundred dollar
sets of coin gaffs

A new, sensational rope
routine!
Learn "Professor's
Nightmare", then continue
with 4 additional effects. Easy to
handle with original, quality
gimmicks!

Includes rope and DVD. Appears
unopened!

This deck has no box, it is just a jumbo
blue back deck. It contains one
(obviously) marked card, ten Double
facers, and five Blank Face cards. Sold
“as is” without instructions.
Mutilated Parasol – from a tube you take
out a colorful parasol. Fold up the parasol
and place it back in the tube. Cap the end
of
the tube. If
you like,
you can
have an
audience
member
hold the
tube. Show eight different color silks.
Place the silks into a bag. (not included)
Magically, the silks change into the
parasol cover!! Open the tube and
remove the parasol. Open the parasol.
The cover is gone! In its place, hanging

The effect that professionals have cherished for over 20
years can finally be yours! A streamlined and entertaining twist on Nate Leipzig's favorite effect Sympathetic
Thirteen!
Super strong for parlor or stage
Easy to perform
Totally astounding
Includes DVD and all necessary gimmicks
This is Jörg Alexander's pet routine, finally published on
DVD, with all necessary gimmicks! All you need are two
wine glasses and a silk. An effect people will talk about!

The Executive Clip
-Reliable
-Can be shown freely
-Perform close-up and
stage
-Works with dollar
bills, playing cards, and any similar item
-Looks like an ordinary object
Can be used to switch bills, cards and more!

You place some money on the table and tell the
spectator you will give them a chance to win a little
money. Show the spectator a stack of cards. Show the
spectator that several of the cards say Win the Money
but some of them say things like show your belly button,
tell your weight or show a secret birth mark. They can
play as long as they want if they get
the card that says win the money
they get to keep the money. But if
they select a card they have to
do what the card says.
The spectator decides to play
and selects a card. No matter
what card they select it always
says Kiss The Magician.

